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Laura Killips is a Senior Consultant for Curricular Strategy at 

exăgoMD. She brings over 14 years of education sector experience to 

the company, specializing in the design of active learning experiences 

for established and emerging leaders in health care organizations. In 

doing so she supports exăgoMD’s niche as an expert model 

consulting firm focused on enhancing the effectiveness and career 

trajectory of physician leaders through active, contextual leadership 

development.  

Representative Accomplishments 

Laura’s broad experience in designing innovative curricula and educational methodologies spans 

leadership effectiveness, performance improvement, change management, strategic priority setting 

and execution, project organization, and capacity building.  

Although relatively new to the health care sector, her expertise has been honed in the challenging 

public and charter school environment both home and abroad where she has enhanced teacher 

capabilities in limited resource settings.  

Examples of her recent work include: 

• Partnering with New York University to provide support to the government of Lebanon to design

and provide on-the-ground training for an evidenced-based coaching program that promotes

children’s academic and social-emotional outcomes

• Coaching new and established teachers and leaders at Mastery Charter Schools in Philadelphia to

improve student outcomes through iterative cycles of reflection, instruction, practice and

implementation

o As Assistant and Acting Director of Humanities set organizational vision for quality

humanities instruction across 16 secondary campuses serving over 10,000 students

• Supporting Relay Graduate School of Education, a national leader in graduate training for

educators, in the redesign of advanced level course objectives for aspiring teachers

• Developing the Teacher Residency Program for Belmont Charter Schools in Philadelphia based on

research and best practices drawn from models across the country

Education and Training 

A graduate of Michigan State University (B.A. 2005), Laura began her career in education as a Teach 

For America Corps Member in the Rio Grande Valley. She is completed an M.B.A. in Educational 

Leadership in 2019 at Tampere University of Applied Science, located in Tampere, Finland.


